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What is our current context? 

• Reformed GCSEs require more extensive subject knowledge.  

• Students taking GCSEs have several exams in any given subject, all requiring 
extensive subject knowledge. For example Geography GCSE is 3 exams, covering 4 
hours in total.   

• Core GCSE subject knowledge being taught over potentially over a 3 year period 
any beyond. 

 

 
 

 
Retrieval of knowledge – ‘Retrieval Practice’  

 
 

 



What is retrieval practice? 



What is the evidence behind retrieval practice? 

The best way to revise is to 
revisit old topics.  

Spaced learning ensures long-
lasting learning, which is 
reinforced by regular retrieval of 
the ‘forgotten’ material.  

Dunlosky J, Rawson KA, Marsh EJ 
et al. (2015) ‘What words and what 
doesn’t’. Scientific American Minds 
23: 40-47 
 
Benjamin AS and Tullis J (2010) 
What makes distributed practice 
effective? Cognitive Psychology 61: 
228-247 



What is the evidence behind retrieval practice? 

Tom Sherrington and 
Sara Stafford. ‘What is 
retrieval practice and 
how can I use it in the 
classroom?’. Chartered 
College of Teaching 
Compact Guide. August 
2018 

The more we practise remembering, the 
easier it is to do and the longer we can recall 

the information for. The less we do it, the 
more we forget 

It’s essential to use and teach 
retrieval methods routinely. 

Low-stakes quizzing, practice 
routines, mental rehearsal 

methods and well-designed 
assessment regimes that 

support the accumulation of 
knowledge over time are 

powerful ways to help students 
‘practise remembering’. 

Develop efficient 
routines for 
punchy, regular 
low-stakes 
quizzing following 
a daily, weekly 
and monthly 
review pattern 



What is the evidence behind retrieval practice use?  

Barak Rosenshine.* 
‘Principles of 
Instruction: Research-
Based Strategies That 
All Teachers Should 
Know’. American 
Educator. 2012 

The most effective teachers…began their 
lessons with a five-to-eight minute review 

of previously covered material.  

*emeritus professor of educational psychology in 
College of Education at the University of Illinois 

Effective teachers also 
reviewed the knowledge 
and concepts that were 
relevant for that day’s 

lessons. 

Daily review is 
particularly important 
for teaching material 
that will be used in 

subsequent learning. 



What is the evidence behind retrieval practice use?  

Barak Rosenshine.* 
‘Principles of 
Instruction: Research-
Based Strategies That 
All Teachers Should 
Know’. American 
Educator. 2012 

*emeritus professor of educational psychology in 
College of Education at the University of Illinois 

He lists the following things which aid 
in ‘daily review’: 
- Correcting homework 
- Reviewing concepts and skills  
- Asking students about points where 

they had difficulties or made errors 
(perhaps in response to marking) 

- Review of materials where errors 
were made 

- Review of materials that need 
‘overlearning’ (practicing material 
that leads to ‘automaticity’) 



What is the evidence behind retrieval practice use?  

Barak Rosenshine.* 
‘Principles of 
Instruction: Research-
Based Strategies That 
All Teachers Should 
Know’. American 
Educator. 2012 

Students need…to develop well-connected 
networks of ideas (schemas) in their long 

term memory.  

*emeritus professor of educational psychology in 
College of Education at the University of Illinois 

Knowledge…stored in long-
term memory that is 

organized into patterns only 
occupies a tiny amount of 

space in our limited working 
memory. So having larger 

and better-connected 
patterns of knowledge frees 

up space in our working 
memory. 

The more one 
rehearses and 

reviews 
information, the 

stronger the 
interconnections 

between the 
materials 
becomes.  



Personal proof that retrieval practice works…. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fXkTsdOCmkQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fXkTsdOCmkQ


How people are using retrieval practice  



Retrieval practice in my own classroom  

Year 11 student: I 
was able to 

remember more 
quotes because of 

the starters. 

Year 11 student: I 
think doing these 

starters are a good 
way to revise. 



Retrieval practice in a history classroom  
Factual test 3: Industrial 

  
Give the dates for the Industrial period. (1) 
Why did people’s health become so bad in this period?  (1) 
Explain what the difference is between inoculation and vaccination. (2) 
Who explained how vaccination worked?  (1) 
What were the two main beliefs for what caused disease before Germ Theory? (2) 
Why were 19th century doctors able to carry out so many dissections?  (1) 
In which war did Florence Nightingale make her breakthrough?  (1) 
What was Nightingale’s book for the training of nurses called? (1) 
Give one way in which hospitals changed in this period.  (1) 
Who identified the TB germ?  (1) 
What did John Snow discover about how cholera spreads? (1) 
Give one difference between the 1848 and 1875 Public Health Acts (1) 
What percentage of patients died following surgery in 1840? (1) 
  
Total= 15 marks 



Retrieval practice in a history classroom  

Oral retrieval practice – testing students at the 
beginning of each lesson to see if they can fill in 
the missing gaps in sentences, or define key terms. 
 
Students would be selected at random, and then 
would be ask to pick on others to answer.  

Being asked to give an answer means that 
everyone will know if you get it wrong, so the 
pressure comes from the peer group. 
However, some students would just answer with ‘I 
don’t know’, so it doesn’t guarantee whole-class 
involvement.  



Retrieval practice in a history classroom  
1 Front Line   

2 Symptom of Trench Fever   

3 Reserve Trench   

4 Rifles   

5 Artillery   

6 Support Trench   

7 Cause of Trench Foot   

8 Second Battle of Ypres 
Germans used… 

  

9 Infection   

10 Carrel-Dakin   

11 Battle of Cambrai first 
attack using… 

  

12 Traverses   

13 Machine Guns   

14 Casualty Clearing Station   

15 Shrapnel   

16 Harold Gillies   

17 Battle of the Somme 
overall casualties… 

  

18 Marie Curie   

19 Field Ambulance   

20 Artillery   

21 Regimental Aid Post   

22 Base Hospital   

23 Battle of Arras dug 
tunnels for… 

  

24 Hugh Thomas   

25 Stretcher bearer   

26 Lawrence B Robinson   

27 Gas   
 

1 Front Line   

2 Symptom of Trench Fever   

3 Reserve Trench   

4 Rifles   

5 Artillery   

6 Support Trench   

7 Cause of Trench Foot   

8 Second Battle of Ypres 
Germans used… 

  

9 Infection   

10 Carrel-Dakin   

11 Battle of Cambrai first 
attack using… 

  

12 Traverses   

13 Machine Guns   

14 Casualty Clearing Station   

15 Shrapnel   

16 Harold Gillies   

17 Battle of the Somme 
overall casualties… 

  

18 Marie Curie   

19 Field Ambulance   

20 Artillery   

21 Regimental Aid Post   

22 Base Hospital   

23 Battle of Arras dug 
tunnels for… 

  

24 Hugh Thomas   

25 Stretcher bearer   

26 Lawrence B Robinson   

27 Gas   
 

Using a quiz format and repeating the test meant that 
everyone’s answers could be seen by the class 
teacher but not each other (so no peer pressure). 
 
This quiz was gradually extended, so students would 
answer the first 10 questions multiple times as it 
went on.  
 
However, although knowledge was improved, their 
ability to include relevant knowledge in extended 
answers was not.   



Share your ideas! Tweet using 
#supercctevent 
Tweet Krista @ReflectiveRambl 
Tweet SUPER @SUPER_Network 

For articles, ideas, collaboration, etc. please e-mail us at: 
 
kcarson@soham-college.org.uk 
kneville-jones@bottishamvc.org 
acamp@bottishamvc.org 


